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16 September 1999
The government commits as many
as 1,000 New Zealanders to the
United Nations peacekeeping
mission in East Timor. About 50
NZ Special Air Services soldiers
arrive in Darwin and another 400
army personnel are expected to
follow within the week.
Budget advisors throughout NZ
are struggling under the increased
workload according to the
Federation of Family Budgeting
Services. President Robyn Evans
says their 154 affiliated services
have had 40,000 new clients this
past year, an increase of 30%.
Debts of clients exceed $56m and
Evans says these debts are not
large credit card or hire purchase
arrears, they are the basic living
costs of rent and power. Evans
says cases are becoming more
and more time-consuming as
volunteers become involved in
negotiations between clients and
creditors, as well as interpreting
consumer, tax and social welfare
legislation.
The Alliance’s tertiary education
policy is released. It includes
restoring student allowances for
all tertiary students 16 years and
older to the level of the unemploy-
ment benefit. It also includes
phasing out tertiary fees over
three years, eliminating interest for
student loans over the three years
as that scheme is wound down,
holding an inquiry into how to deal
with the existing student debt and
appointing a commission to help
shape the future of the country’s
tertiary education system. Jim
Anderton says the changes would
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• Winz reports that the numbers of registered unemployed rose 9.4%
in the first nine months of new department’s operations. There were
213,760 people registered as jobless with Winz at the end of June, up
18,356 people from October 1st last year.
The number of long-term unemployed (over six months) has been one
of the key objectives that the government has set for Winz. This figure
has risen 8% or 9,100 more people in the nine-month period.
In this time, Winz has also found unsubsidised work for 11,233
people… or about 5% of their unemployed “customers”.

• At the end of June, there were 9,278 people engaged in Community
Work. This represents 4.3% of the overall number of people on the Winz
register. A total of 25,882 people, or about 12% of the unemployed, have

nity Work programme over the nine-month

e were 10,057 people engaged on subsidised
Enterprise Allowance, Job Connection and
e register. In the nine months, Winz found
0 people ... or about 6.6% of the register.
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DIARY
be financed through a land tax on
commercial property. The tax
would begin at 1% per year for
properties valued at over
$500,000. Exemptions from the
tax would be farms, Crown land,
Maori customary land and forest
reserves.

17 September 1999
Fewer students from low-decile
schools are going on to tertiary
institutions. In just four years the
number of students going to
university from schools ranked in
the 1 – 3 decile range has
declined by 23% and polytechs
have had a decrease of 17%.
Figures for students from wealthy
areas have increased at universi-
ties by 25%.

19 September 1999
John Whitcombe 1943—1999.
Post Shops are being replaced by
about 30 Books and More retail
outlets. NZ Post says it means to
redeploy and relocate their people
but their union says few have jobs
in the new shops. Union secretary
Rex Jones says about 100 of the
Post Shop staff are already aware
they are losing their jobs.

21 September 1999
Tertiary Education Minister Max
Bradford says the Alliance’s
commercial land tax will cost jobs.
Bradford says escalating costs
would make businesses unable to
employ more staff.
More job growth is expected in the
Western Bay of Plenty. A Waikato
University Department of
Economics report says BOP
growth is expected to be three
times higher than the national
average and Dr Warren Hughes
says job growth there will jump
10.2%. Tauranga Economic
Development Agency chief
executive Ian Madden, whose
agency commissioned the report,
says the research contradicts
recent trends. Madden says that
the region grew 9% each year
over the last three years and yet
unemployment is at 11.3% in the
region, substantially higher than
the national average.

23 September 1999
NZ’s current account deficit for the
year to the end of June is the
worst in 13 years. The country has
imported $6.3 billion more than it
exported over the last year.
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LESTER THUROW
on SKILLS and
CAREERS

ON EDUCATION AS AN INVESTMENT
• Education has always been a high-risk investment for
the individual. More than 20 percent of all college gradu-
ates will end up making less than the average high school
graduate. They invested and it did not pay off. But recently
it has become even riskier. How does one plan the invest-
ments necessary to have a career in the face of corporate
downsizings at profitable firms?

• For my generation of high school graduates, the
concept of a career had meaning. During the 1950s in
Montana, where I went to high school, many high school
graduates started as laborers in the copper mines. Start-
ing wages were good, and one could count on annual
raises of two or three percent.

There was a skill ladder. Laborers moved up to operat-
ing underground trains or other kinds of heavy equip-
ment, learning the necessary skills by working as assist-
ants to the operators. Someone who demonstrated intel-
ligence and judgment could be given responsibility for
setting off underground explosions. Each promotion meant
higher hourly wages.

When a worker reached his mid-thirties, he could
expect to take the last step on the earnings ladder and
become a contract miner, who was paid for each foot of
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LESTER THUROW argues that the biggest
unknown for the individual within the
“knowledge-based” economy is how to have a
career in a system where there are no
careers.

In his new book “Building Wealth”, Thurow
describes how the new economy is dismantling
the old foundations of personal, business and
national success. For the individual, this has
meant that the old career ladders are
disappearing. And just what they are being
replaced by ... is still very unclear.

The individual hears the constant words of advice
on what they will need for the “information age”:
skills, skills, skills. But, to Thurow, if our nations
do not also re-organise themselves amidst this
new economic landscape ... then people will be
unable to make rational choices on what skills to
invest in.

In this special feature, The Jobs Letter presents
Thurow’s views on how skills and careers are
faring in the new “knowledge” economy.
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ON FALLING EARNINGS
• The issue is not jobs. It is high wages and careers. If
wages fall to be commensurate with skills, jobs are always
available. That is what the American experience proves.
Jobs have never been more plentiful than they are in the
1990s, yet wages have been falling for more than half of the
work force. In contrast with jobs, careers are in very short
supply in America.

With career ladders in place, the ambitious worker of
the 1950s or the 1960s could figure out what skills were
needed for advancement. He or she knew what to take in
night school. But without career ladders, how does anyone
rationally plan an educational investment? What skills
will pay off? No one wants to waste investment funds on
skills that will go unused.

• The lack of career opportunities is dramatically visible
in earnings data. The gains in real annual earnings of high
school graduates aged twenty to forty are much smaller
than they used to be. There are lots of jobs, and unemploy-
ment is low, but opportunities to acquire skills and the
higher wages that go with them don’t exist. As a result,
earnings profiles are flatter. The lack of on-the-job oppor-
tunities to acquire new skills is another reason that the
wage gap between high school graduates and college
graduates has gotten much bigger in recent years.

Real wages have also been falling for most of the labour
force. At the same time, wage gains for those in the top 20
percent of the work force have never been larger. The
widening disparity in earnings and wealth doesn’t create
problems for the economy (it simply produces more luxury
goods and fewer middle-class goods), but it probably does
create long-run political problems in a democracy. How
does one preach political equality in an economy of ever-
growing inequality?

ON TRAINING ON-THE-JOB
• Historically, on-the-job training has been central to
skills acquisition for much of the population. But with
downsizing, the days of extensive on-the-job training have
ended. What replaces it? In economics textbooks workers
start to pay employers for the training they used to get free,
when they were expected to be lifetime employees, by
working for wages below what they could get from an
employer who was not providing training. This has not
happened. Judging what skills to buy from one’s employer
is no simpler than judging what skills to buy from an
outside institution.

• Paradoxically, just when one would think that firms
would be building closer relationships with their key
knowledge workers, in order to keep them committed to
the firm, they are smashing the implicit social contract
with these workers.

Knowledge workers, like other workers, are now fired
when not needed or when their skills become obsolete.
They, too, see a reduction in their real wages when cheaper
alternatives are found elsewhere in the world.

Firms invest less in on-the-job training for knowledge
workers even when they want them to stay around,
because they know that in the future fewer of them will
stay around. If workers are laid off when not needed, the
smart ones know that they should leave whenever an even
marginally better job opportunity presents itself.
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24 September 1999
Economic activity drops -0.3%
during the last quarter. While
economists are clearly surprised
by the decline, most say NZ is not
heading back into recession. A
survey of economists says they
expect the annual rise in GDP to
2.4% by March 2000.
Redundancies hit Rotorua as the
Forest Research Institute
management tells staff it will cut
numbers by 10% or 40 people.

26 September 1999
The government announces the
next election will be held on the
27th November.

27 September 1999
Fletcher Challenge’s annual report
says that the company’s staff
dropped 20% over the last year.
The company now employs
16,000 people.

28 September 1999
Plans to relieve some of the debt
of the world’s poorest countries
may unravel according to Oxfam
International. In June, the G7
nations agreed to cancel
approximately one-third of the
total $US214 billion debt to the
world’s 20 heavily indebted
poorest countries. But these
financial commitments are not
secured and there is dissention
about the way the burden will be
born. France and Japan, who are
the most exposed of the creditor
countries, stress that the debt
relief programme must be shared
out fairly, rather than them being
landed with the main burden.

29 September 1999
Labour announces its tertiary
education programme that would
see changes to the student loan
scheme, borrowing entitlements
for course costs increased and the
bringing back of compulsory
student association membership.
Under the policy, there would be
no interest accrued on student
loans until the person finished
studying, repayments would not
begin until they earned $25,000
per year and market interest rates
would not apply to their loans until
they begin earning over $30,000.

3 October 1999
NZ First leader Winston Peters
says his party’s top priority would
be to amend the Reserve Bank
Act to include employment and
export growth. Other NZ First
policies include tax breaks for
u Employment Consortium has found that
 costing South Auckland more than $223m a

osts of Youth Unemployment in Manukau, was
 the accountancy firm Ernst and Young ... but
ed to the public. It calculates that the direct
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uth who leave school without a qualification.
 to help give students the message that

 job.
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 to other age groups. The unemployment rate
s was 14.7% at the end of June 1999, more
 average.
s one of the youngest populations in the

 population under the age of 20 years. Stella
 consortium member, remarks: “The youth
o grow ... so youth unemployment is going to
 in the future ...”
City Councillor and community economics
d from a five-week study tour of alternative
d the US. She reports a surge of interest in
s in the Northern Hemisphere (see also Hazel
t issue).
n four types of alternative currency: corporate
urrencies;  a new commodity-backed global
hich will be launched within 5 years; market-

s green dollars, Barataria and Ithaca Hours;
ies such as Time Dollars.
S is a simple, tax exempt currency which
ing “social capital”. The Time Dollar schemes
3 years now, and it can be used in health
ments for the Youth Court, peer tutoring, local
s and employment agencies.
 was not yet much evidence of these schemes
reation in the marketplace: “But I saw abun-
lementary currencies are powerful tools in

ds, reclaiming citizenship and redressing the
duals experience when socially excluded...”
 is the right time to be presenting models for
nclude complementary currencies. Her recent
cBey’s Town Plan for Dunedin: An Economic
 many examples of the use of different curren-
 Otakou Community Enterprises, c/- Colin
edin, or contact Leah McBey at the Dunedin
o.nz.

http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/pdf/jbl108.pdf
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exporters, suspensory loans for
new companies that create jobs in
the provinces and mortgage
guarantees for farmers.
A Japanese communications
equipment company, Allied
Telesis KK, plans to extend its
Christchurch lab. The company,
which now has 25 engineers,
expects to have 100 by the end of
2000, and intends to have a total
of 200 engineers within three
years. Allied’s Keith MacFarlane
says the firm is looking for PhD
level software and hardware
graduates and that the company is
likely to have to recruit overseas
to fill these vacancies. He also
suggests the expansion of Allied
Telesis KK is likely to push up
wages in that industry.

5 October 1999
Canterbury University students
occupy the university registry
office in protest of anticipated fee
increases.

6 October 1999
A new study of NZ values says
that an overwhelming number of
NZ’ers want greater government
spending in service areas. Of the
1,200 people questioned in the
New Zealand Politics at the Turn
of the Millennium, 93% support
more money spent on health, 90%
support further spending on
education, 63% support more
money for training for unemployed
and 60% want more money for
pensioners.
About 100 Victoria University
students occupy the registry there
in protest of higher fees and in
support of university staff who
strike tomorrow. Victoria’s vice-
chancellor Michael Irving says the
government’s decision to cut
student funding requires the
institutions to raise fees, and
salary demands of staff would cost
another $3m. He says the
university is continuing to make
representations to government
about the rising cost of tertiary
education.
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